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Introduction

There are three fundamental skills to master in R for this course:

1. Read data into R
2. Examine the data graphically
3. Compute statistical analyses

The goal today is to (re)familiarize you with R and to get comfortable with RStudio. This document has
been produced using RStudio with markdown language. The document is a combination of formatted text
and actual R code which can be executed and the results displayed in the document. You will use markdown
to do your homework and your lab reports. Text that will appear formatted in your output is written in the
areas with white background. Actual R code (called code chunks) is in the light gray boxes. By the end of
lab today you will produce your own version of this document.

Download the Tools

Download the “Lab 0a Tools” folder from the course website. Put it on your desktop. Inside the folder are
three files: “some_data.csv”, “Hello R Template.Rmd”, and “P4165_FabFourGraphs.R”. Double click on the
.csv file to launch Excel. Examine the contents of the spreadsheet. You will use R to analyze these data in
today’s lab. Notice that there are four columns of data: subject, order, tilt_of_standard, jnd. The jnd
column (the just noticeable difference or JND) is the outcome (dependent) variable. The JND is the smallest
difference between two stimuli that are are perceived to be “just noticeably different.” Next week you will
measure your own JNDs in an actual experiment. The columns labeled order and tilt_of_standard are
independent variables. Order is a between-subject independent variable and describes the order in which the
two tilt_of_standard conditions (a within-subject independent variable) were tested. Quit Excel without
saving any changes you might have accidentally made.

Use and save a script!!

Double click on the “Hello R Template.Rmd” file and RStudio should launch. Make sure that the working
directory is set to your Hello R folder, using the Session>Set Working Directory>Choose Directory if necessary.
Now type the R commands shown below into the empty code chunks in the Hello R.Rmd document. Execute
each code chunk as you go.

There are great advantages to putting your R commands in code chunks, instead of typing them into the
console. You can then edit the script to your hearts delight and simply execute the whole script without
having to retype all the previous commands. The script that you are working on now uses R Markdown:
you can intermix regular text with R commands. You can then execute all or parts of the R code (which is
divided into “chunks”) and see the results in the console or you can knit the regular text together with the R
code and the results of the R code into one nice document. You can rerun your analyses any time in the
future by simply running the code again. In this class, your lab reports and your homework will be done
using R markdown documents to produce final pdf files.
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Load needed packages

You will need R three packages that are not automatically loaded when you start RStudio. Type these two
commands in the code chunk below and execute the chunk by selecting Run Current Chunk in the Run tab:
# library commands go here
library("knitr")
library("lmerTest")
library("bootES")

Getting Data into R

You have three choices for getting data into R:

1. type them in manually
2. import them into RStudio
3. read them from an external file into a data frame

Mostly you will want to read data from a spreadsheet into R so you can analyze them (option 3). Typing
them manually is tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. Importing them each time you run RStudio is
tedious.

We now will read the data into an R data frame from a data file that is in comma separated values (csv)
format. The results of reading the data file can be stored in an R object called a data frame which is the R
equivalent of a spreadsheet, with rows and columns. Add the code below in your script to read in the data
contained in the csv spreadsheet some_data.csv and store the date into a data frame named df. Run this
code chunk when complete. Your data frame, df, should appear in the Environment pane on the upper right
of the RStudio window.
# read data file into a data frame
df <- read.csv("some_data.csv")

Use the str() command to look at the variables that are in the data frame. Note that the predictor variable
(independent variable) “tilt_of_standard” orientation is an integer variable. We want to test the hypothesis
that the JND is different at 0 deg than at 45 deg., so for this analysis we will convert standard into a factor
with two levels. Add this command in the code chunk below to convert the variable standard into a factor.
# make tilt_of_standard a factor
df$tilt_of_standard <- factor(df$tilt_of_standard)

Examine the data

You can look at the data by clicking on the object df in the upper right panel of RStudio. The data in the
data frame df will appear in the upper left panel. You can see that there are 62 rows with 4 columns. The first
column is a subject identifier; the second the order of testing two tilt_of_standard orientation conditions
(either 0 then 45 or 45 then 0); the third column identifies which tilt_of_standard orientation condition (0
or 45) was tested; the fourth column is the dependent variable jnd, which stands for just noticeable difference.

These data come from an experiment that tested 31 subjects. On each trial of the experiment the subject was
first shown a standard pattern with strips of either 0 or 45 degrees orientation. This standard pattern was
followed by a test pattern that was tilted either counter-clockwise or clockwise from the standard. They had
to judge which way the test pattern was tilted. Each subject was tested under two tilt orientation conditions:
0 and 45 degrees. Half of the subjects were tested in the 0 condition first and then the 45 condition. The
testing order was reversed for the other half. The dependent variable is jnd (you will learn how to measure it
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yourself next week). The experimental design therefore contains one between subject variable (testing order)
with two levels and one within subject variable (tilt_of_standard condition) with two levels. This design is
described as a 2 between by 2 within design. You will carry out this experiment next week.

You can print the data frame to the screen just by typing the data frame name, df in the Console (the lower
left panel of the RStudio window). If you want only the first few lines of the data frame use the head()
function like this: head(df). Finally you can format the display of a data frame into a simple, nice table
by using the kable() function. Type this command: kable(head(df)) to see the first six rows of the data
frame.
# print a table of the data frame
kable(head(df), caption = "First six rows of the data frame `df`.")

Table 1: First six rows of the data frame df.

subject order tilt_of_standard jnd
s01 0-45 0 0.69
s01 0-45 45 5.21
s02 0-45 0 0.56
s02 0-45 45 1.97
s03 0-45 0 1.26
s03 0-45 45 7.51

Visualize the data

It is often a good idea to look at the data graphically. R has powerful graphing capabilities. We introduce
simple ones here.

You should look at the distribution of the dependent variable, in this case jnd, to get an idea if it is normally
distributed. The hist() command does exactly this. Type the following code to produce a simple histogram
of the jnd values. The dollar sign notation means use the jnd column of data frame df. Note that you can
provide a figure caption by including it as an option at the beginning of a code chunk as is done below
# bare-bones histogram
hist(df$jnd)

Plotting routine commands in R have many, many options to allow you control over the appearance of the
final graph. Usually you want to label the axes and the graph. In the next graph, I made the histogram
bars yellow because I think it looks better (change the color if you want: give the colors() command in
the Console window to see all the color names available in R) and I added a more descriptive label to the
horizontal (abscissa) axis. Notice in the code chunk below that I put the various arguments on separate lines.
Everything can be on one line if you want, but I think it greatly improves the readability of your code to
have most of the argument on their own lines, especially the labels. Type this command into the code chunk
below for an improved version of the histogram:
# enhanced histogram
hist(df$jnd,

col = "yellow",
xlab = "Just Noticeable Difference (JND) in Degrees of Angle",
main = "Histogram of jnd")

We see in the histogram that the variable jnd is not normally distributed. It is heavily skewed to large values.
This skewness could be a problem for formal statistical analysis; we will ignore it for now.

There are two levels in each of the independent variables. We want to know if the jnd is influenced by the
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Figure 1: Histogram of the just noticeable difference (JND)
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Figure 2: Histogram of the just noticeable difference (JND),using the col argument to make the bars yellow.
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Figure 3: Strip chart showing the JND values in degrees of tilt for the 0 deg and the 45 deg orientation
standards.

independent variables. R provides several ways of visualizing the data. Here are two ways: strip plots and
box plots. Let’s look at the effect of tilt_of_standard first. Produce a strip plot and a box plot of the jnd
data for the standard orientation conditions by typing this code into the code chunk:
# stripchart of jnd for tilt_of_standard factor
stripchart(jnd ~ tilt_of_standard, data = df,

vertical = TRUE,
xlim = c(0.5, 2.5),
xlab = "Tilt of the Standard Stimulus",
ylab = "JND in Degrees of Angle")

# boxplot of jnd for tilt_of_standard factor
boxplot(jnd ~ tilt_of_standard, data = df,

col = "yellow",
xlab = "Tilt of the Standard Stimulus",
ylab = "JND in Degrees of Angle")

Note the first item in both plot commands:

jnd ~ tilt_of_standard

This formula is a popular way of describing statistical models that R uses for many modeling and plotting
commands. The formula aob e is read as “jnd is modeled by or depends upon tilt_of_standard”. We will use
the formula syntax repeatedly this semester so get comfortable with it.

Both the strip plot and the box plot show that the range of jnd values for the two standard orientation
conditions are very different. The plots also suggest that the JNDs for the 0 deg tilt condition are generally
smaller than for the 45 deg tilt condition.

During the semester you will be making strip charts and box plots to graphically represent the effects of
dependent variables on independent varialbes. To make these graphs “nice” it is convenient to define functions
that will draw the graphs just the way you like them. For example in the strip plot of the tilt condition
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Figure 4: Box plot of the JND values in degrees of orientation for the 0 deg and the 45 deg orientation
standards.

each subject has two data points: the jnd for 0 and the jnd for 45. It can grealty help interpretation of
the main effect of a within-subject variable if each pair of data points are connected by a line. We have
prepared an R script, P4165_FabFourGraphs.R, that defines commands for drawing strip and box plots. All
you need to do is to run the code in this file and you will have three new functions to use with different sets
of data. It will save you a lot of work in creating plots in R. The next code chunk loads the R source file into
your script and executes the R code to create the new functions (box.effect.size, box.main.effect and
strip.main.effect).
# load and execute functions for making strip and boxplot graphs
source("P4165_FabFourGraphs.R")

You can use these functions to redraw the above two graphs. We’ve put them in one figure.
# redraw the strip and boxplot graphs using the new functions
par(mfcol = c(1,2))
strip.main.effect(df, "jnd", "tilt_of_standard", "subject",

xlab = "Tilt of the Standard Stimulus",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

box.main.effect(df, "jnd", "tilt_of_standard", "subject",
xlab = "Tilt of the Standard Stimulus",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

par(mfcol = c(1,1))

Now make similar graphs of jnd modeled on testing order.
# draw stip and boxplot graphs of jan for the two testing orders
par(mfcol = c(1,2))
strip.main.effect(df, "jnd", "order", "subject",

between = TRUE,
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Figure 5: The main effect of tilt_of_standord on the just-noticible difference. In the strip plot, gray lines
connect the jnd values for each subject.

xlab = "Testing Order of the Standard Orientation",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

box.main.effect(df, "jnd", "order", "subject",
xlab = "Testing Order of the Standard Orientation",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

par(mfcol = c(1,1))

In your opinion how does the effect of order on jnd differ from the effect of tilt_of_standard?
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Figure 6: The main effect of two orders of testing (0->45 and 45->0) on the just-noticible difference.

Statistical Modeling

Linear Mixed-Effects Models

Scientists use statistical modeling to test hypotheses and formally examine data. All statistical modeling can
be summarized in the simple relationship (Judd, McClelland, & Carey, 2009):

DATA = MODEL + ERROR.

One goal of modeling is to find an appropriate MODEL of the DATA that produces the lowest ERROR in its
predictions of the observed data. R provides cutting-edge tools for doing statistical modeling. You already
have used statistical modeling in previous courses when you computed a linear regression (using lm()) or
an analysis of variance (using aov(). Both ANOVA and linear regression are examples of linear statistical
modeling.

In this course we have to deal with data and experimental designs that contain within-subject and between-
subject independent variables (tilt_of_standard and order respectively, in the data set you have been
graphing), with variables that are categorical (gender for example) or continuous (e.g., age), and with
responses that are continuous (e.g., reaction time) or categorical (e.g., “correct” or “incorrect”). Variables
can also be considered to have fixed effects or random effects. For example, this data set contains data from
31 different subjects. Since the subjects were chosen randomly, the differences between subjects most likely
should be treated as random variation and the subject variable is considered a random effect. On the other
hand, testing order contains only two levels so it is considered a fixed effect variable: There are only two
possible orders. R provides tools dealing with all of these variations.

We will be using the R routine lmer() and glmer() which stand for “linear mixed effects model regression”
and “generalized linear mixed effects model regression” instead of lm() or aov(). Like the simple linear
modeling command in R (lm() and aov()) that you used in PSYC 2111 and PSYC 3111 and like the plotting
commands, the model to be fit to the data are described by a formula, as we used in the plot commands
above. We will test both order and tilt_of_standard and their interaction by specifying a model:
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jnd ~ tilt_of_standard + order + tilt_of_standard:order‘.

The tilt_of_standard:order indicates that we want to test the interaction between standard and order as
well as their main effects. R formulas have a convenient shorthand to specify the main effects and interactions
using the * instead of +:

jnd ~ tilt_of_sandard * order

These two formulas are equivalent and produce identical results. Linear models usually include an intercept
term, which is a fixed constant. This constant is implied in the formula. I prefer to make it explicit by
including a 1 as the intercept term in the formula:

jnd ~ 1 + tilt_of_standard * order

lmer() needs to know what variables are to be considered random effects. We specify random variables by
additional terms in the formula enclosed in parentheses:

jnd ~ 1 + tilt_of_standard * order + (1 | subject)

The additional term in parentheses, (1 | subject), tells lmer() that subject is a random variable. The
part before the vertical bar (|) is the right-hand side of a formula and it tells R what aspect of the subject is
allowed to randomly vary. In this example, the formula only has a 1 (a constant) which means that each
subject’s average jnd varies randomly in value across subjects. You can have more complex formulas for the
random variable but we most likely will not use them in this course. The command to fit this formula to the
data is given by:
# compute a linear mixed-effects model of jnd as a function of tilt and order
mod <- lmer(jnd ~ 1 + tilt_of_standard * order + (1 | subject), data = df)

The results of fitting the model to the data are stored in an R object I’ve called mod in this example, and its
content is quite complicated. Since you have computed ANOVAs in your previous courses you can use the R
anova() command to create a traditional ANOVA table from the results of the lmer() modeling. Note the
use of the caption = option in the kable() command. When you render this file to pdf the caption will be
nicely formatted to go with the printed table.
# print an ANOVA table of the linear mixed-effects model
kable(anova(mod), caption = "Analysis of Variance table for the

linear mixed-effects model treating subject as a random variable.", digits = 3)

Table 2: Analysis of Variance table for the linear mixed-effects
model treating subject as a random variable.

Sum Sq Mean Sq NumDF DenDF F.value Pr(>F)
tilt_of_standard 483.417 483.417 1 29 70.500 0.000
order 2.001 2.001 1 29 0.292 0.593
tilt_of_standard:order 0.225 0.225 1 29 0.033 0.857

This table of results show a very high F ratio for the effect of tilt_of_standard: F(1, 29) = 70.5, indicating a
very large effect of tilt_of_standard orientation. The other factors, testing order and order x standard have
very low F values and can be considered to have no effect on the jnd.

We can formally test whether or not including test order and the interaction improves the fit of the model to
the data by fitting a series of models of increasing complexity. As I did above, I have included a 1 in each
formula to indicate the constant (intercept) of the linear equation. You don’t need to write it, but if you
don’t exclude it by using -1, R assumes that you want to include the intercept term.
# compute a hierarchy of linear mixed-effects models
mod0 <- lmer(jnd ~ 1 + (1 | subject), data = df)
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mod1 <- lmer(jnd ~ 1 + tilt_of_standard + (1 | subject), data = df)
mod2 <- lmer(jnd ~ 1 + tilt_of_standard + order + (1 | subject), data = df)
mod3 <- lmer(jnd ~ 1 + tilt_of_standard * order + (1 | subject), data = df)

The first model, mod0, predict each subject’s jnds using only the subject’s mean jnd. Normally we would not
expect such a model to make very accurate predictions. The anova() command compares each model with
the next, more complex one. The results show that the model with the intercept and the standard orientation
provides the best fit (lowest AIC and BIC) to the data than do the more complex models.
# compare the "improvement" in fit as we go from simple to more complex linear models
kable(anova(mod0, mod1, mod2, mod3),

caption = "Comparing models of successive augmentation,
starting with the simplest model that only uses a single parameter, the intercept.",
digits =c(1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 2, 1, 4))

Table 3: Comparing models of successive augmentation, starting
with the simplest model that only uses a single parameter, the
intercept.

Df AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
object 3 350.7 357.1 -172.363 344.726 NA NA NA
..1 4 300.9 309.4 -146.426 292.852 51.87 1 0.0000
..2 5 302.5 313.2 -146.271 292.542 0.31 1 0.5774
..3 6 304.5 317.3 -146.253 292.507 0.04 1 0.8514

Which is the best model? Does adding the order and the interaction terms improve the fit of the model to
the data?

You can examine the results of each model in more detail in a variety of ways. Typing the model name, mod2
for example, gives an abbreviation summary of the results. The summary() command gives a lot more detail:
summary(mod2), for example. You can produce a traditional analysis of variance table using the anova()
command:
# print an ANOVA table of the complete linear model
kable(anova(mod3),

caption = "ANOVA table for model 3 testing the main effects of tilt, order and their interaction.",
digits = 3)

Table 4: ANOVA table for model 3 testing the main effects of tilt,
order and their interaction.

Sum Sq Mean Sq NumDF DenDF F.value Pr(>F)
tilt_of_standard 483.417 483.417 1 29 70.500 0.000
order 2.001 2.001 1 29 0.292 0.593
tilt_of_standard:order 0.225 0.225 1 29 0.033 0.857

Finally you can issue a plot() command to examine the relationship between the levels of the variables and
size of the error between observed jnd and predicted jnd (the residuals). One of the assumptions of linear
models is that the size of the residuals should be independent of the predictor variables. Is this assumption
valid for these data and for this model?
# residual plot of model 3
plot(mod3)
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Figure 7: Size of the residual as a function of the predicted jnd values

Effect Size and Confidence Intervals

The statistical modeling we just did suggests that the orientation of the standard stimulus has a large influence
on the just noticeable difference. On the other hand the linear model suggests that order of testing had
no influence on the just noticeable difference. But we also saw that a key assumption of linear modeling,
that error is independent of the predictor variables is not valid with these data (see plot above). A modern
cutting-edge approach is to compute the effect size of a predictor varible and then use a statistical method
called bootstrapping to estimate the distribution of the effect sizes. A useful criterion is to measure the lower
and upper limits of the distribution of mean effect sizes that encompass 95 percent of the bootstrap estimates.
Thse boundaries are called the 95% confidence interval of the mean effect size. If zero effect size is within
these limits, we should not conclude that there is an effect size different from zero. The bootstrap method we
will use in this course is in the package bootES which was loaded at the beginning of the script.

To test the hypothesis that the tilt of the standard influences the jnd we need to compute the effect size. We
will define effect size as the difference between the jnd for the 45 deg tilt minus the jnd for the 0 deg tilt.
Because tilt of the standard is a within subject variable, we need to compute the effect size for each subject
separately. There are a couple of ways to compute this within-subject effect size. Here is one (not the most
elegant way). The code below creates a new data frame (df.es) with two columns: subjects and effect size.
# compute the effect size of within-subject tilt_of_standard variable

# get subset of data: 0 deg standard
jnd.00 <- subset(df, tilt_of_standard == "0")

# get subset of data: 45 deg standard
jnd.45 <- subset(df, tilt_of_standard == "45")
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# make new data frame with within subject effect size
df.esw <- data.frame(subject = jnd.00$subject,

effect_size = jnd.45$jnd - jnd.00$jnd)

# compute the bootstrap estimates of the effect size and its confidence interval
bs.tilt.u <- bootES(df.esw$effect_size, R = 5000, effect.type = "unstandardized")
bs.tilt.d <- bootES(df.esw$effect_size, R = 5000, effect.type = "cohens.d")

Now we can use the box.effect.size()function we loaded in above to make box plots of the unstandardized
and the standardized (Cohen’s d) effect size. The code chunk below puts it all together with four graphs
which I call the fab four: strip plot of the data, box plot of the data, box plot of bootstrap of unstandardized
effect size, and box plot of standardized (Cohen’s d) effect size. I’ve copied the code chunk that produced the
data plots from above and added the two box plots of the effect sizes.
# draw the "Fab Four" effect-size graphs
par(mfcol = c(1,4))
strip.main.effect(df, "jnd", "tilt_of_standard", "subject",

xlab = "Tilt of the Standard Stimulus",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

box.main.effect(df, "jnd", "tilt_of_standard", "subject",
xlab = "Tilt of the Standard Stimulus",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

box.effect.size(bs.tilt.u,
xlab = "Tilt Main Effect",
ylab = "Unstandardized Effect Size",
main = "")

box.effect.size(bs.tilt.d,
xlab = "Tilt Main Effect",
ylab = "Standardized Effect Size (Cohen's d",
main = "")

par(mfcol = c(1,1))

We repeat the bootstrap analysis for the main effect of testing order. BootES() can compute the effect size
of between subjects variables so the code is simpler because we don’t have to make a new data frame.
# compute effect size of between-subject test order variable

bs.order.u <- bootES(df, R = 5000,
data.col = "jnd",
group.col = "order",
contrast = c("0-45", "45-0"),
effect.type = "unstandardized")

bs.order.d <- bootES(df, R = 5000,
data.col = "jnd",
group.col = "order",
contrast = c("0-45", "45-0"),
effect.type = "cohens.d")

Present the fab four plots of the main effect of testing order.
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Figure 8: The main effect of tilt_of_standord (a within-subject variable) on the just-noticible difference. In
the strip plot, gray lines connect the jnd values for each subject.

# make Fab Four graphs of the testing order effect size
par(mfcol = c(1,4))
strip.main.effect(df, "jnd", "order",

between = TRUE,
xlab = "Test Order",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

box.main.effect(df, "jnd", "order",
xlab = "Test Order",
ylab = "JND in Angular Degrees")

box.effect.size(bs.order.u,
xlab = "Order Main Effect",
ylab = "Unstandardized Effect Size",
main = "")

box.effect.size(bs.order.d,
xlab = "Order Main Effect",
ylab = "Standardized Effect Size (Cohen's d",
main = "")

par(mfcol = c(1,1))
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Figure 9: The main effect of testing order on the just-noticible difference, a between-subject variable.

Make a pdf file of your document

Go back to the top of his script and type your own name in place of ours. Change the date to today date
using any appropriate text string. Now click on the Knit tab. If all goes well, a complete, nicely-formatted
pdf file will be produced by RStudio. It should look very similar to this pdf file you are reading!

Congratulations

You are ready for the semester. You will learn a lot more about using R in the coming weeks. Graphs in
particular often use a lot of options to make them look like you want. The secret is to ask. Ask us, ask your
classmates, ask the internet. Use the help command. Each command in R has a help page, which (sometimes)
can be very useful. For example, to find more information about the plot command type help(plot) or
equivalently, ?plot. You’ll quickly become an expert.
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